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Board na·mes committee 
0 
0 0 
to· se~ect new president 
By ,TERRY SMITH 
News Editor· 
The Board of Trustees last week named a 
seven member search committee to find a 
successor. to outgoing . Xavier president 
Robert W. Mulligan, S.J. The committee 
·was formed at the request .of Mulligan, who 
asked the Board of Trustees to begin a search 
for his successor at the Board's December 
meeting. 
· :rhe 'committee is m'ade up of present and 
former members of the Board of Trustees; a 
Xavier-alumnus, two faculty members and a 
student. The.committee includes: 
• Vincent Beckman, an alumnus, and the 
senior member .of the Beckman,. Laver-
.· comber, Fox and Weillaw'firm. Beckman 
is the chairman of the committee, and a 
trustee. 
• ·Thomas O'Malley, S.J., the president 
of John Carroll University in Cleveland, 
and currently a member of the Board of 
Trustees. 
information systems and general studies, and 
Masters' programs in theology, humanities, 
gerontology and special education·were ini-
tiated. · · 
Mulligan also helped to expand Xavier. 
Xavier now offers courses at two colleges i~ 
Ohio and one in Kentucky. 
The campus was expanded by the acquisi-
tion of the U.S. Shoe corporation property 
adjacent to the University_ in 1979, the addi-
tion of the Link Apartment complex in 1978, 
and the purchase of Edgecliff College last 
year. The University plant grew with the ad-· 
dition of the College of Business Admin-
istration Building on Ledgewood. . 
Mulligan's tenure has not always run so 
smoothly. In 1978 he became involved in a 
confrontation with Hamilton County prose-
cutor Simon Leis over the showing of the 
film "Last Tango in Paris" at Xavier. 
Although the movie was not shown, 
Mulligan reaffirmed the policy of the Univer-
sity to allow controversial material on the 
Xavier campus in an effort to educate young 
' men and.women in contemporary society. 
• Paui Siegfried, S.J., president of Walsh 
Jesuit High School in Stow, Ohio, and 
currently a member of the B6ard of 
Se. sq' • c· I . br· t• k. k' . ff Trustees. The last year of Mulligan's administration . . ... · .. ·. Ul_.···· .· . e_. . ' ·. a ton ·. ' If;_. . S_ ... ' 0 • William J. Williams, former chairman has been marked by confrontation. His clos-
. · · . . · . . · . . · ·· ·· · · · of the Board of Trustees, and president of ing of Breen Lodge, the Women's Resource 
8'1;, :C.ivi.c ... br,akf~ast downtown ' . ~=v~:;~en~~~~:ny~anagement and ~:r~~e~~t~ c~:fe~t's c=~~e~~~y~uch contro-
o;;. · · ··' • Rober.! Murray, professor of classics. Mulligan said he will resign after a sue-
, · .· ::= · .. · ·' . .·· · . . · • Don Cosgr-o\'e, pr o.fessor .of .cessor is chosen. 
· · ~- ·. ·. BY: KEViN CORRIGAN :: · .. · . . .. ..The. ,:s~sqij_is;epteJ.l.J!i!lJ.;:·;cele.brl!~ion .: .·will .,. , . psychology. · .. .. . ·. .· .· · .. Mulligan ,t9J~ th~. Bo~rd of Trustll.eH.hat . 
. . :,;,, \•:;~ .. -.; .. ~-~- ;: ~::<\';::~.· ·· ... : ~; : ..• iriC:orporate''manfdif(erciiit~eveiits~ iriCJuding''-1; ,.~: :~.-~Mary Lyiua:BrOdeilek, a. senior: natural he. fel_t, someone youngef!' should lead ·xavier 
. ·one~hu~d~ed~arid-fifty :ye~~s of s~rvice to . a- series .. of lectures, recitals. arid· academic sciences major: . . · . in the coming decade. He has been Xavier's 
the comrilu.riity 'is the theine of the yearlong convocations •. Every month there will be a The facuity members were chosen from eight president since 1972.. . . . 
. celebration of Xavier University and St. . variety of happeningS .for students to atterid nominated by the Faculty Committee. The purpOse of the seareh eommlttee Is to . 
.Xavier High School's sesquicentennial which free of charge; Broderick was. picked from nominations find . .-a replacement for Mulligan. According 
will officially open at a civic breakfast .In February, , for example, · Dr. ·Henry made by Student Government and faculty to Xavier's constJtution the man ebosen must 
tomorrow: at the Queen City Club. Winkler, presid~nt of the University of Cin· members. ' . be a membtr of tbe Seelety of Jesus. The 
cinnati~ will speak on "The Role of the -Mulligan came to Xavier as provost in seareb committee's ebolee must be confirmed 
Historian in Society," when Xavier presents February . of 1971. He . sueeeeded Paul by the Board~of·Trustees. , . Until1934 the University and high school · 
programs of. the :Cincinnati Jesuits· shared, 
some of the same facilities. ·. . · · · 
hiril with an honorary doctorate. O'Connor, S.J., in September of the foUow- Beckmari said that the committee will.· 
ing year. 1His reason for leavilig his present "ascertain the 'needs of the University over 
· Timothy· Healy, S.J. presiden~ of George- Barbara ·Sizemore; former superintendent 
town Uiiiversity,wilJ give the-keynote address of District of Columbia public schools.will 
at the breakfast.": An authority on. higher . deli\'er the keynote address, "Roles of Black 
education, particularly · among private ·.Females . in the 1980s," ·.at . the Black· 
institutions, Healy will SPeak.on "Education <Awareness Week Banquet; · 
!n a Jesuit University.'' · · ···&ginning Feb. 20, Xavier will host the 
,. ~ational Conference of ChrisHans and Jews. 
; A 14-minute ·videotape entitled "Xa\'ier. 
Today" will_rilake its debut at the breakfast. . ;. Michael Newman and Eduardo Fernandez 
· . The tape will include (ootase of Xavier's .aca- · . will perform· a5 part of the' Guitar Series. 
demic, .extracurricular ·and community ser~ Adam Makowicz will perform in the Jazz 
· . vices. Piano. Series. · · 
positJon Is his •ge; lle wiD be 65 In Oetobei. _ the next few years and choose a person. who 
During Mulligan's tenure great change has . would·· bestibe. able to deal with them." He 
occurred at Xavier. The University has been atso said.that the committee's procCdute will 
on firm . financi!ll footing· throughout his . follow a thr~. step process. The first is to get 
administration. The University's endowment ideas fro~· .·various . sources .within. the 
more than doubled iri the last nine. years. University.ori.-what the needs of Xavier.wiU · 
· New programs were initiated while others be in the comins years. The committee wiD 
were discontinued.' ; . · '·· , . · then< ask ~or:~ssi~le ~~did_ates r,om.yari~s · 
He discontinued .the football·- program ;at -sources m and outs1de Qf_ the Umvei'sJty •. 
Xavier because it WaS continually in' the rCd, : Next'.the' coliiiJiittee will evaluate the 'candi-
He shored up th~ res~ t?f:the athletic d~art~ dates and' make· a final choice. The commit· 
ment with' tbe coristrW:tion. of .th,e Paul tee hils·! met" once, for· organizational pttr~ 1 -
0'Conrior Spc:irts Complex and with ttie ad~ ~ •. ;.•~· of: t~e committee's meetinp will 
· ' dition of new sports, soccer for example. be'closed·aild;c()nfidential., · . ~ .. 
:sG· ._··. '~n_.·la __ ns_· .. :p. Orin.· ting'' .·. Academically he has ~ire'ngthened many of : --.~roderick:~d she:would like a president /. ( 
r' the University's prosa~s. ,Bachelors pro- who~will ~·take: the University forward in the 
·. ,._ ·.of ._Ee.··directories·· . srams:wcreintr()(iuced in·computer science~ ·.·ru~u~e·:~~. ·:r .. { . _ ~: .)·;• 
F.orrner Edgeclltt pres· Crossing·-· g· ··· · , · ''''f'r8ilroad !:, 
:on· .. the: inside~.~· -. 
' . . . . ' . ·• !. 
',cletla r:-ew Job;• . .'·. ~· .. ' ' pu~\~ten~::.V~:e~~itfr~~t~trit~tJ~::~~~ r. c• ' ' .: :(, I . ,,.: .. '\.• ' ',: ' •. i' ;·•: t_.; 
........ ·.·· ... _. . .••• -Page 2:·. _·:supplement, according. to· ·Kathy .Falso, ... r··n·._~· --s· ·t·'a:l·_-~_l ... e··· d. :'; ::Q ....n: . __ ··_-~·-·.:t-IF~~:~D':Irl!tr;~.· '' ---\' 
, . ·. · . , ,:- . :;- pres!dent. . · .. " , 
. ~ • • t.· .... • . . : ' : .• · .·: .. ·.).·~-~~ .•. :·· ·.·:~ 
.. . ; As.aclate r \dean . starts' . . The Edgecliff 'students w'ere omitted in the I'-:.. . By TERRY ·SMITH' .. 
;·r.aw·job . ~ ;:',·' '··· main, directory because the computer center . . . . ' .. ~...- Elllt,or, ·. ' ·~ '. '· /. 
... , . . . .. . . ~--. lac~ed the necessary academic·files which at After almost,.twQ years of work: art(l. :"_: 
~-~·.page· ~:; :: .. the tirile were stored in the Uni\'ersity .orCin- debate,-'the'railboard'crossiilg gates Were' ,, . '. 
. .. . .. , .. ·, .• · . .·.· .•. ci~nati's computer ·banks. ·Xavier only ·· finallyinstalled 'Oil' H~ratd Ave:· The City 
Massa. hits 1000. posse.ss~d the students'. home information . of·Norwood' and xavier officials hli\ve · 
· · · · · · ·· · ·. .for bllhng purposes, Falso noted.- · · been trying to get these gates installed, 
••• ~ag~ 4 ... Now, however, the computer center has ·.but the railboards have been·reluctant to 
the necessary information,. but is waiting two . act because of budgetary reasons •. 





weeks for final chiu1ges before printing the 
listing; According to Falso, the directory will The mechanism· for the gates was· in-
;be-siniila'rto the.one ptit out at the beginning stalled two-years ago but the gates were 
· ofth~ semester and will oniy.contain phone ·not put up •. Two·railroads own the fight 
g \1 n . . ·. nuin\lers of do~m students. . of way. One put in the mechanism but 
· FaJso was uncertain as to how soon the . the other asked that work be lialted . 
'·•' ·, I •; 
· · · · directories would· be available, but she was because it .-had planned on taking o_ut · R8!1foH ... ~ ..W.... A~:'i:.:U: over. · . 
. , •• ~ Page 8- optimisUc~thai it'wQuld.notbe too long once·· some of tJte track, according to Roger . Chrlalm8 •• wilt pr~ 1M ._......,; 
·::;· ....... ,;-,.,•, . .,.·_ ... : .-~ .. -:.•· -..·, ... ____ . ·•· .-.· •· __ .. _. ,.· ~·· , the-~rinting .is sta~ted.''" ·. . · ·· · · · · Schwartz, Norwood city erigin~er; ; ·. ·, . ,t>~;~::M~IM~:~ . .' · .. ·_.._·:·· ·. ;~ ~:~~( . -~-· \ 
~-;;·#f~l~l.l\\.·,·:~ .~~~·-}'.~:)f_·~ :•r ;·~"i! ~; · 
' ·~~· .. ·,~~~ ~::-·,-;:.~·:·:/i\f'··: .'..,;A .. ~ • •,, 
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-update----
Community Affairs Forum 
A phone-in Community Affairs Forum is on WVXU-FM each 
Saturday morning from 10-10:30, hosted by Father Ben Urmst:on. 
Students. are ·invited to particpate in these discussions of social 
issues. 
Karate Club Meeting . . 
A karate club meeting for those interested in spring classes will be 
held on Monday, Jan. 26 in the multi-purpose room of the O'Con-
nor Sports Center, beginning at 6 p.m. Classes begin Wednesday, 
Jan. 28, from 6-8 p.m. 
String· Players N.eeded . . 
The Cincinnati Community Orchestra, wh1ch practices here at 
Xavier, has openings for qualified violinists and violists. Currently, 
the orchestra is preparing the Berlioz "Symphonic fantastique" for 
its March 15 concert. Interested players may call 891-5104 about 
auditions and rehearsals. 
Piper Liturgy . . 
Pied Piper Liturgy returns tonight at 10 p.m. at the P1per. All are 
invited to join in our communal celebration. 
Christian Awareness 
A Christian Awareness group is currently forming on campus. 
This group will concern itself with questions of Christian commit-
ment and the process of being truly Christian. For more information 
call 745-3365 and leave your name and number. 
Xavier·Edgacllff B-.s Schedule 
Monday through Friday (continuous) 
8a.m.-l p.m. 
3 p.m.-5 p.m. 
8 p.m.·JOp.m. 
Saturday and Sunday (single runs) 
Leave Edgecliff: 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. 
Leave Xavier: 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. 
Piper Caniplng Trip . 
The Pied Piper is sponsoring a camping trip sometime in 
February. Anyone interested should call Dave at 745-3365 for infor-
mation or to sign up. . · 
Jaault Volunteer Corps · . . 
Mike Phelan, representative of the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, will be 
on campus to talk to anyone interested in exploring the idea of a year 
or two of volunteer service after graduation. He will be in the Cam-
pus Ministry in the University Center (behind the information desk) 
this afternoon from 2-5. He will also be at the Pied Piper evening 
liturgy tonight at 10 p.m. If these titnes are inconvenient for you, 
please call campus ministry at 745-3398 and set up an appointment 
for tomorrow .. ' 
Co-op Party . 
The co-op store is sponsoring a pre-and post-game party Thurs-
day, Jan. 22 in the Hearth Room, from 7-12 midnight. Free 
· refreshments will be provided. · 
O'Connor Scholarship for Juniors 
Paul L. O'Conor Scholarship applications are now available to all 
juniors. They can be obtained from department heads. The scholar-
ship covers the cost of tuition and general fees for the recipient's 
senior year. It is awarded on the basis-of academic achievement and 
extra-curricular activities. The deadline for application is Friday, 
Feb. 20, when each department will submit its -choice of candidates 
to the scholarship committee.· · 
SG Seat Open · · . · 
Anyone interested in seeking an open seat in the XU Student 
Senate, please submit resume to. SO office by Friday, Jan. 23. Any 
questions, call SO office at 745-3560, or John Bertsch at 745-3812. 
...._...,ESQUI 
Wed., .tan. :n Pre-Interview Meeting- OKI Room, Uiliv. Center; 
9:30a.m. 
Marketing Club- TerraceRoom, Univ. Cent~r, 8 
. p.m.· . , . 
Thurs., Jan. Z2Pre-lnterview Meeting- OKI Room, Univ. Center, 
1:30 p.m. . 
Women's Basketball: XU vs. Mt. St.. Joseph, 
· Fieldhouse; 6 p.m. . 
Men's Basketball: XU vs. Oklahoma City Univ., 
Fieldhouse, 8 p.m. ' 
Fri., Jan.ll Pre-Interview Meeting - OKI Rooin, Univ.· 
Center, 2:30 p.in. · 
·Film: "Harold and Maude," Theatre, Uni_v. Center, · 
. . ,1:3() and 7 p.m; . 
Sal., Jan. l4 · Men's Basketball! XU vs. Detroit, away, 8:05 p.m;· 
M011., Jan. 26 Pre-Interview Meeting- OKI Room, Univ. Center, 
9:30a.m. · · .. · .· · 
Community Orchestra Open Rehearsal - Theatre, 
· Univ. Center, 7 p.m. · · · 
.Karate Club Meeting - O'Conn'?r Sports Center, 6 
p.m. . . 
_Women's Basketball: XU vs. Cedarville, Riverfront. 
Coliseum, 6 p.m. . 
Men's Basketball: XU vs. Marquette, Riverfront 
· Coliseum, 8.p.m .. 
Tues., Jan.-1.7 Pre-Interview Meeting- OKI Room, Univ. Center, 
2:30p.m; 
· Sailing Club Meeting ...,.. Fordham Room, Univ. 
Center, 7 p.m. 
Hockey: XU vs. Budna, Dixie Bowl, 9:30 p.m. 
'-. .,. 
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-Molitor named CARA associate; 
plans to maintain · Edgecliff ties 
By THERESA CUSTER 
Nawa Writer 
·sister Margaret Anne Molitor, 
RSM, president of Edgecliff Col-
lege from May, 1973, to June, 
1980, has been named research 
associate for the Center for Applied 
Research in the Apostolate 
(CARA), based in . Washington, 
D.C. 
Molitor will be researching, plan-
ning, and traveling for national and 
international clients such as 
religious orders, ·church leaders, 
educators and dioceses. CARA is 
an American Ca~holic research 
center. 
Molitor assumed responsibilities 
this month when her contact .with_ 
Xavier ended. After the acquisition 
of Edgecliff by Xavier, she had a 
four-month contract, beginning in 
September, as part-time special 
consultant to the University. · 
A three-year search by CARA for 
a sister of sociologies ended with 
her appointment, said Molitor, who 
has a doctorate in sociology and 
master's degree in sociology and 
· education. Molitor was originally 
asked to be associate director of the 
Center in Washington, but she 
declined the offer: Instead she will 
be based at the Sisters of Mercy 
Center, her residence in Walnut 
Hills. 
"l.am not interested in leaving 
Cincinnati at this point in my life," 
. said Molitor, stating that her 
religious community, family and 
friends are located here. 
Working on a separate contract 
TIM- Cultar Pilato 
SISTER MARGARET ANNE. MOLITOR, RSM, auumed her reapeanalblllllea 
with Walhlnglon·b .. .ct CAJIA lhll month. She plana to alay In the Cincinnati 
area and remain active In Edgec:IIH acllviU.a. · 
basis for each project she chooses,. 
Molitor's first study .is· for religious 
communities around Cleveland, 
where she soon will be traveling. 
· Next she plans to go to New-
foundland for a study of- Catholic · 
educators there. · 
An alumna and pa!it faculty 
member of the college, • the for~er 
president stressed she is sdll very 
much -interested in Edgecliff a,nd 
will· remain· active·· in · alumni and 
Friends of Edgecliff activities. 
'"Maintaining the friendly, more 
personal atmosphere · that had 
always been a part of Edgecliff'._' 
and achieving the .complete renova-
tion of Corbett Theatre were the 
most satisfying experiences of her . 
, presidency. She is thankful for "the 
generosity of the staff in assisting 
with just anything" and will miss 
close contact with students and the 
friendships she made in and outside 
of th"e Edgecliff community; 
Molitor is very concerned .about 
the future of higher ed~cation, 
es&>Ccially the decreasing enrollment 
in private e(iucatio~ programs. · 
. CARA found .Molitor through a 
sister in the Mercy Center who was 
doing. research for CARA. Two 
:days after her name was mentioned 
to CARA, Molitor received a call 
from the Center in Washington. 
Molitor's past research includes a 
st~dy· of dropouts itueligious com-
munities, study for a self-survey of 
the Cincinnati province of the. 
Sisters of Mercy, and consulting for 
five· or six religious communities. 
Sbe also works for the Walnut Hills 
Planning Commission · and is 
treaSUl'er' of the board Of trustees Of 
the Citizen's Committee on Youth. 
New · associate dean begins job 
• - • • k ', 
. By DANIEL FAGEL 
Nawa Editor . 
Eugene Carmichael, S.J ., 
Xavier's new acting Associate Dean 
of Students, is looking at· trends 
and just "keeps talking to people" 
in an effort to get a grasp on the 
demands and responsibilities of his 
new job. 
Carmichael, who retains his posi-
tion as director of Residence Hall 
Ministry and chaplain of Husman 
Hall; was appointed to the position 
which was created to assist the Vice 
Preside~ and Dean for Student 
Development Rod Shearer·with stu-· 
dent affairs. 
Currently he is writing the 28 
Jesuit colleges and universities for 
copies of their student handbooks, 
orientation programs, and. two-
month calendars to see what ac-
tivities they provide for. their 
students outside the classroom. 
He is also seeking the advice of 
his· counterparts at the ·various 
schools on how to approach his · 
. position. ,;They all had ·to start 
sometime and I want to know what 
. they wished they had known at_ the 
time," he said; 
Whereas Denny Moller, assistant 
dean for Student Development, is 
mainly concerned with social events 
such as dances, concerts; an.d Greek 
Week, Carmichael is in charge of 
the continuation of education out-
. side the classroom in the way of. 
speakers, · films; and discussion 
groups. 
He is especially concerned about 
getting the commuters·more involv-
ed with matters outside . the 
classroom. "I went to Holy Cross· 
. and I was never a commuter, so I'd·· GEJtfE .. CARMICHAEL,· S.J. 
really like to get in touch with their 
needs,· whether by survey or · · creative ideas, but I hope to put 
through personal contact." together a proposal when I'm more . 
.Because· of the newness of the familiar with the job.'_' 
position, Carmichael is content to 
sit back for a while and avoid any 
rash actions, but he intends to have 
his owri input in the future. "Right 
now,. I'm just· looking for some 
·111terested? 
"Three ·Classical Patterns" 
·. to be shoWn :at Edgecliff 
If you have ever considered 
journalism or photography as a 
career .. or a hobby, act now •. You 
can gain practical experience as. . 
a member of the Xavier • News 
staff. · Contact Steve . ·Cain or 
Randy McCrllVY- at 745-3!61. for · Jean Cocteau's "Beauty and the 
Beut" will be shown on Thursday, 
Jan. 22 at 7:30 p.m;, Powell and 
Pressburger's '-'The Red Shoes!' on 
Jan •. 29, .7:30 p.m:, and; Vidor's 
'"Duel in the Sun" on Feb. 5, 7:30 
. p.m., at Edgecliff's Emery Hall in 
Room204. · 
Brother· Jerome Pryor, S.J., ·. 
associate professor of fine arts,·wm 
host the films and tie in each with a 
slide~ illustrated lecture-discussion· 
on culture, history, Graeco-Roman 
myths, and Aristotle's "Poetics" · 
following each film. 
"All these films go back to the 
classical world for their patterns," 
he commented. · · 
P~yor said he is presenting th~se 
i'Three Classical Patterns" free of. 
charge to students ·as a means of'ex~ 
·posing · them to ·- ideas on ·· the 
humanities, and· to encourage them 
to take advantage of humanities 
course5 at Xavier. 
further details: · 
'AIRLINES 
Major airlines are now hiring for t,e follo~Mng opportunltlea. · 
PLIGHT-AnENDANTs• -.· . 
TICKET AGENTS · 
RAMP ·a BAGGAGE. PERSONNEL 
. CUSTOMER SERVICE 
RESERVATIONS AGENTS 
. . . CLERICAL POSITIONS 
Individuals Interested In applyl!'lG w_lth these airlines companlea must 
be career oriented, have a p'ubllc relations personality, be willing to 
travel if requlr~. and be In good health. For 'urther Information on how. · 
, to Immediately· apply directly. with theae major atrlines companies, 
write to: - . · . : · . . 
TRAVELIX, INC. 
AnEN: AIRLINES APPLICATION INFORMATION. 
· -~ 3111 8oulh w ... lch -Blvd. Suite 101 . 
· . . . . .. · lall ... e City, Utah 14101 . · ·· 
~lea._ Indicate briefly your background, what airlines posltlon(s) you 
are Interested In applying for and enclose a stamped, self-addressed· 
envelope ao that. you may recel~e furthe~ Information as to what steps 
· to take ao that posalble Interviews might. be arranged by these airlines. 
.. All.major airlines companies are EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS. 
,. ·-
r,...--.L·etters to the editor--....... ~. 
Stude". t fa·nds f. a It contracted Mr. Liddy to speak. He gave a 
•• 
. U • captivating performance. What ·r· do not 
with Uddy philosophy understand and what causes .ne great fear 
was . the standing ovation many students 
To the editor: 
I was one of those students that objected 
to G. Gordon Liddy's appearance here at 
Xavier. I hope that this letter can explain 
why I and others found it neces·sary to stage a 
protest. I felt that the payment of $3000 in 
stude!lt activities fees to Liddy was tanta-
mount to the endorsement of the validity of 
his views. It may also enhance the sale of his 
books which never would have met popular 
appeal if he had not been involved in the 
Watergate· scandal. I respect his right to 
speak, as I do that oLthe KKK, Nazis and 
Communists, but I resent having to pay for 
it. The ideas 'he espouses are diametric;illy 
G. GORDON LIDDY: Trey Dely re1pect1 hl1 
right to 1peek but ·relents hevlng to pey for 
him to do ao; · 
- . 
opposed to those of this Jesuit institution. I 
also feel that he is not a responsible spokes-
man for,any· alternate ideology. 
:': c ;;,fti· ;iiis''p~es'en't~tioo·;:thls ''is ·:what he sup-
ported: the. use of the CIA for covert inter-
vention in the political processes of sovereign 
nations, abandoning international law, sup-
port of dictators with no respect for human 
fights, rnurder. of those that he felt were 
threats to national security (which Mr. Liddy 
equated with the. re-elt!ction of Richard 
Nixon). · 
I can understand why Student Government 
The Xavier News Is published ·weekly lhroughout the. 
school' year except during vacations and exams by the 
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gave Mr. Liddy. 
You may admire his honesty, but keep in 
mind the line between honesty and gall. 
You may admire his will, but keep in mind 
'the line between will and obsession. 
You may admire his patriotism, but keep 
in mind the line between patriotis111 and 
xenophobia. 
You may admire the way· he speaks, but 




given warm thanks 
To the editor: . 
I would like to thank all the students, staff 
and faculty of Xavier University that spon-
sored me in the Columbus Bank One Mara-
thon last November; Both moral as well as 
financial support were overwhelming. As an 
indication of everyone's generosity, $350 was 
originally pledged, while $426 was collected. 
The money was presented to· Children's 
Hospital Neo-Natal Intensive Care Unit dur~ 
ing the Christmas break. This money will be 
specifically used to buy toys to be placed in 
the incubators of premature infants. These 
toys are part of a sensory stimulation pro-
.· gram now in progress by the unit. Once 
again, thank you for helping make my ef-
forts so successful. 
TOM HAYES 
Department of ·Marketing 
Alumnus ·stresses 
financial importanc~ 
of basketball program 
. To the editor: 
I wish to express my concern over the cur-
rent thinking among some at Xavier that the 
basketball program is. somehow taking ad-
vantage of the. University. It is my view that 
the University is in fact making very good use 
of ttie basketball prognim ·and its players: . 
For many alumni (especially those of us from 
out of town), a successful basketball pro-
.gram is our only link with and our only 
source of pride in the University. Basketball 
means recognition, and· recognition means 
larger contributions. This is riot meant to 
belittle the academic accomplishments of the 
school or members of its staff, but the total 
academic program needs funding and a good 
athletic program draws funding. It's easy to 
forget a school and its needs when you never 
hear about it. It is also very easy to write a 
check to your school when it's just won a big 
game and given you bragging rights. 
Now for the bottom line of the issue. I · 
believe that a good basketball program 
returns· much more money that it uses 
(including the cost of the scholarships and 
single rooms for the players). I have reason 
to believe that Cmich.Staak is truly interested 
.in his.players getting an education first, and 
he goes to the trouble of following up on 
their progress. Even though the players have 
their education paid for, believe me they 
work for every.; cent of it by providing the . 
school with their athletic services. lfthe ath-
. lefes get an education and work to pay for it 
. ·(and their private room) and the results of 
their labors produce funds for all students, 
then: it seems to me that the athlete is getting 
a good deal and the school is getting a good 
.deal. Everybody wins. 
R. JAMES ALDERDING 
Class of 1967 
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Handguns/Handgun control 
There is good reason to question the 
sincerity of the call for gun control that 
swept the country after the ~enseless 
murder of John Lennon. That call seems 
to be nothing more than an obligatory 
reaction, the kind which . has followed 
other senseless murders of prominent · 
citizens. 
On Dec. 7, only a handful of 
Americans would have acted in support 
of a gun control measure. On Dec. 8, the 
. day Lennon was killed, thousands were 
calling for gun control in reaction to the 
murder of the musician/composer. 
In a similar reaction, the United States 
Congress passed the Gun Control Act in 
an effort to "do something" about the 
senseless murders of Robert Kennedy 
and Martin Luther King, Jr. That act 
has proven ineffective because it is 
ambiguous. 
Gallup and Harris polls taken over the 
last 40 years have consistently shown 
that a large majority · of Americans 
favors nationwide gun control legisla-
tion. So why has there never been any 
concrete action to enact such a measure? 
One problem is that there is disagree-
ment about the entire nature of crime. A 
man· with a handgun killed John Len-
non. Which was the root of the crime? 
The mlm or the handgun? 
Actually bot.h arc at the root of the 
crime. •The only way in which the. pro-
blem of murder by handgun will ever be 
solved is if both of these causes are 
simultaneously countered. 
Fact: if handguns were not available, 
criminals would not be able to kill so 
many people. Fact.:· if a person is intent 
upon committing a crime, a law pro-
hibiting handguns is not going t.o stop 
him. 
What is the real purpose of handguns 
anyway? Hunters do not use them for 
hunting game. Soldiers do not use them 
for· fighting wars: The only real purpose 
handguns have served is . aiiQwing 
criminals greater versatility in planning 
and committing crimes. Handguns are 
_inexpensive (compared to other fire-
arms), are easy to conceal, are simple to. 
use, and if used carry no automatic pen-
alty for the criminal. 
The United States is in dire need of 
comprehensive legislation to combat 
crime. · The statistics emphasize that 
need. Every day there are more murders 
in New York City than there are in 
Tokyo every year. Currently in Miami, 
Fla .. a person is more likely to be mur-
dered th_an he is to be killed in a car acci-
dent. Such comprehensive legislation to 
stop crime should include: 
• A ban on the sale of handguns, and 
a strict penalty for selling or possessing 
them. 
• An automatic addition of five years 
to a sentence for anyone convicted of a 
crime committed while he was armed 
with a firearm. 
• Prohibiting any consideration of 
parole for criminals convicted of a .crime 
while armed with firearms until two 
years beyond his minirimm sentence. 
JOHN LENNON: One of 29 AmerfcaMidlled 
by hendgun• Dec. 8. · 
• Prohibiting anyone ever convicted 
o.f a felony from ever owning any type of 
firearms. 
The National Rifle Association 
(NRA) has consistently fought efforts to 
control handguns. NRA has erroneously 
claimed that a control on any one kind 
of gun is a control on all guns and an 
abridgement of the' second amendment 
right to bear arms. A restriction on 
handguns and strict penalties for their 
use would not restrict game hunters at 
all. Nor. would such a restriction and 
penalty eliminate crime and murder .. 
It . would however, . be ari -obstacle to 
make crime more difficult. Like an extra 
lock on the. door: it will not keep the<.·~ 
· burglar out, but it will· make it mor't' 
· difficult for him to get in. 
Former President . Carter tried, · but 
failed to have a gun·control.law enacted. 
President Reagan has said that sun con-
trol is the "wrong approach" to the pro-
blem, and has . advocated stricter 
penalties far· criminals. While· Re8aan 
should be supported .inpunuina tou&her 
penalties, short of capital· punishment, 
handsun control should also ~pursued. 
And it should be fi• st on 'the new 
administration's agenda. 
Today, there are 55 million handguns 
in circulation in this· country, and 29 
times· every day those convenient, effec-
tive killing machines are used to kill · 
human beings inthe United States. That 
is 29 times too many. 
It is time, and has been time, to enact 
meaningful national handsun control. 
-SDC 
s orts BileS, 13 years after X8vier, replaces Bum Phillips ofOilerJ 
·Wednesday, ·January 21,.1981 By TERR\' COOPER the New . 0 r I e an s Sa in t s . Biles graduated from Miami U ni-
Sports Editor . Abramowicz had held the record.: · versity, where. he played under Ara · 
Xavier News Page 4. 
Ed Biles, a 13-year football coach for most consecutive game catching: Parseghian. Before ·coming to 
· at Xavier, was recently named head passes, ·until Harold Carmichael .Xavier, he was·coach at Woodward 
Susp .. ensl·o· .n' .s· .• •.m.p:a.·_r.  l .• ·.ne·u ... P .... ·.· coach of the. Houston Oilers, broke it last' year. HighSchool here in Cincinnati. replacing Bum Phillips. Biles served. Biles is currently in the process of 
as. . Mus·· kl·e· s' . lo· . se·. . t·o· . . L' .oy··. ··a·· ·.I· a·· as Houston's defensive coordinator putting 'together his staff. i-le has,. for the past six years. been to the Senior Bowl in MQbile . 
Phillips was fired New.Year's and the. East-West. game in San· 
Eve following a dispute over his Francisco, attempting . to . scout 
By TERR\' COOPER until the Ramblers took a three refusal to · hire an offensive players ·and · interyiew people for 
Sports Editor point lead as a shot fell at the coordinator. · - · . . various positions, He· wants to 
The Musketeers traveled . to · buzzer, 34-31. The Muskies cori- Biles' career at Xavier began· in · develop a m()re complex offense,· 
Chicago to face Loyola in a contest tinually hit the offensive boards 1956 when he became coach of the rather than always depending on 
played Monday. The Muskies,.who that half and were able to get off freshman ·squad. This assignment Earl Campbell .. The Oilers finished .. 
were without the ·services of Steve . many inside shots as a result; Dex- . lasted until 1961 at which time he second in the American ·Football 
Wolf, Jon Hanley, Anthony'fiic~s . ter Bailey shot six for six from the becamementor of the.varsity team .. Conference total offense last :, 
aitd Victor Fleming, were unable to· field in the half and ~went into the ·. In his seven years (1962-68) as ~ead . season, but had the lowest scoring .. · 
prevail, losing 73-63 .. The loss drop- locker room with J3 pts. John coach of the Muskies, Biles compil- average of any NFL team that made • · 
ped their record to 4-10 on' the Shimko contributed 12 for a well- eda 39-28-3 record and was the last the playoffs •. Biles hesitated . to. 
season and 1-3. in the Midwestern played half. · · ·xavier .coach to secure a winning . make any predictions about mixt. 
City Conference. · · The Muskies faced early trouble ~easC>n before football was dropped · season. 
in the second half as Loyola came in 1973. · One of the things that clearly. 
Wolf, who dressed for the game, 
was suffering from an ankle which 
was sprained in the loss to Butler on 
Saturday and was unable to play. 
Hanley. Hicks and Fleming did not 
play because they were undera one· 
game suspension after having 
broken curfew Saturday night in 
Indianapolis. 
Loyola was also mtssmg two 
starters, Kevin Sprewer and Steve 
Parnham, who were told· were-
academically · ineligible to play 
earlier' last week. 
The first half was a· seesaw con-
test as each team swapped baskets 
out smoking. The Ramblers' 6-9 According to. Biles, one of his comes to mind when he thinks of 
center, Wayne Sappleton, who was biggest highlights came in his first ·Xavier is Dr. Thomas Hailstones, 
practically stifled in the first half, year as the Muskie coach as they dean of t!te College of Business· Ad-
dominated the ·offensive boards in were able to beat UK 14-9; ministration, who, as · Biles 
the final half, enabling him to walk Under Biles,· the team's best remembers, "was always trying to 
away with 20 rebouitds.and 18pts. record came in 1965 when they. were play handball." · · 
8~2, a year in which they just missed :·Hailstones recollects their · 
Xavier shot 52 percent from the 
field against Loyola's 49. Bailey, 
who finished eight for eight, led the 
Muskies with 19 and Shimko, who. 
really fell into place in his first star-
ting role, was good for 16. 
. The team will return home 
tomorrow for a ·game ·against 
Oklahoma City at 8 p.m. in the 
Fieldhouse. 
an invitation to the Sun Bowl. · associl;ltion a little differently. "'I · 
"I have many fond memories of always used to beat Biles, but he 
Xavier,'' said an exuberant Biles. · finally beat me in the finals o( a 
"There were an awful lot of people faculty ·tournament . .I had a good Biles communiC:.tel:wlth· i~e·bOoth 
there who were just super people." lead that match, but he just hap- . · In 1 g1me In 1914. He wil n1med to 
There have been many players in pened to come from behind 'for the • repiiCe Buin Phillips IS held COICh 
professional football over the years victory.'' · · · · of the. Houston Olltt'l •. 
who were products of Biles' 
~~:c:~~tgk~e~~:tp~t~~e~:sr~a~b~; • . Swim_· tilers' ·stre.-ak ·.·ends 
Abramowicz, a i967 Muskie · 
graduate, who went on to play with 
Ma~sa scores 1000th point 
The Lady Aquamuskies. fell prey· 
to a powerful team· from Cleveland 
State University in their first . pres~ weekend back from .break. the. 
meet, but. many .of our girls were 
unable· to find· water time available 
over the break, while· teams like 
Cleveland State continued· their 
training in Florid!!." Gary Massa, senior, became the 
seventeenth Muskie to score 1000 
points in a career here a:t Xavier. 
The point ·came on a foul . shot 
early in the Dayton game on Satur-
day, Jan .. IO at the Coliseum. Play 
was then stopped and Gary 
presented the ball to his father who 
. was seated in the stands; 
Massa, tlie team's backb.one and 
·a starter . since his freshmari year, 
has seen limited action this season · 
due to an Achilles tendon injury .. 
The last Muskie to score· 1000 
points was Nick Daniels, a 1979 
Xavier graduate. 
Garrigan named AII-Mideast 
Mac Garrigan, the Muskies' 
senior sweeper back, was selected to 
the first team All-Mideast squad 
this week by the National Soccer 
Coaches Association· of America. 
Garrigan, who scored seven goals 
and posted two assists this season, 
was also named to the All-Ohio 
team. 
Garrigan, a· · gradu.ate from 
Anderson High School, was named 
to the second te.am of the All-
Mideast squad last year, along with 
making the All~Ohio team. The· 6-2 
sweeper, who was passed up in· the 
,!.: . 
Don't I ._· .. · ' . 
recent North American Soccer 
Le~gue (NASL) draft, will try to 
. catch on with the Fort Lauderdale 
Strikers of the NASL, as a. free 
agent. 
Mike Rolfs.en, a midfielder· on 
this year's soccer team, received an 
ltonprable mention selection to this 
year's All-Ohio team .. · Rolfsen, 
who, like Garrigan' finished with 
nine points, contributed five goals 
and four assists this season. 
Rolfsen, a.product of Finneytown 
High School, is also a senior this 
year. 
. . . ~ Vikings handed the ladies their first 
The WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
team hosts Mount Saint · Joseph 
tomorrow in 'the Fieldhouse at 6 
p.m. The ladies will then open the 
doubleheader on Monday at the 
Coliseum as they take on Cedarville 
at 6 p.m. The men's game will then 
follow at 8 p.m. as they play host to 
Marquette.· · 
••••••• 
In INTRAMURALS, today and 
tomorrow are the last days to sign · 
up for the men's: open, the men's 
six · foot and under, . and the 
women'sbasketballleagues. Co-ree 
basketball, floor hockey, and co-
ree volleyball rosters ·will .be 
available tomorrow and must be 
returned by Thursday, Jan. 29. 
• • • • • 
The MEN'S BASKETBALL 
. team , will. host Oklahoma City 
tomorrow in the Fieldhouse at 8 
p.m; before traveling to ·Michigan 
on Saturday to take on· the Univer-
sity ()f Detroit at 8:05 p;m. . · 
• • • • • 
defeat in seven outings. 
! 
"Cleveland State is one of the 
most · competitive teams in the 
region," stated Coach Denise 
Counts. "I had hoped that we 
would have shown tbem a better 
· .Both the men's and .w.omen's 
Aquam'uskies >' competed at . Ohio 
Northern University on Dec. 12. 
The women's team made the 
Huskie,s . their sixt_h. ·straight victim 
while the men swimmers went down 
in their first defeat of the season. 
(513)821-2288 
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around ••• get 
~cream Ale ... ws ~ing differenll 
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r--------'----· ~ports commentary ___ .,..;..___.;..____~ 
!T~,~ ems~ tf)wk 
At the !Jeginning of the NFL Leading the offense for the 
seasori, · the Philadelphia Eagles Eagles is Ron Jaworski. Ron has 
-were predicted by the oddsmakers had probiems with interceptions in 
· to be the NJ;'C representatives for prior years, but he seems to have 
the Super Bowl. Their opponents calmed down this season. Helping 
were supposed to be the Pittsburgh him.out with his average is receiver 
Steelers, but thanks to some key in- Harold . Carmichael whose siz~ . 
juries, Bradshaw, Swaim, and Har- · alone guarantees double coverage 
ris will be watching the game on TV by the d~fimse. . · 
with the rest of the team. In the backfield, Wilbert Mont-
_This year's AFC entry, the gomery will be an important key .to 
:Oakland Raiders, is a ballclub a successfuJ·Philadelphia drive. He 
. noted:. fo~. its aggressiye play, is a speedy' runner who can come 
Although they are not·as·violent'as· 'out of the backfield and catch some 
they have b~en in seasons pa5t; ·their short tosses. Wilbert's only pro-
defense is extremely tough. ..· · · · blem is that he is playing injured, 
The. key in the :,"Di• is · 6·7 although he showed no signs of thi~ 
linebacker Ted Heridrie'ki{fecHs a ·. ailment during the Dallas game. 
~~~~~~-.v.~teran· whf?···.e~g ... _qu~rter~ · _ ·- · · · --- ... 
backs for breakfast :- and Ron· 
Jaworski is on this year's menu. 
The Eagles-front line will need soine 
mortar and bricks to stop Hen-
drick$ and' conmany; :offensiv<lly; 
the Raiders are guided by QB Jim · 
Plunkett who has found rejuvena-
tion in Oakland. He. is certainiy. a·.: . 
competent captain, but he'll need·, 
.·_·BUD 
·o'CONNOR 
help from his running backs, Mark· This Sunday's game will be a 
Van Eeghen and Kenny King. If tough and bruising contest between 
they can punch out yardage against . two teams who advocate the "hit or 
the Eagles, Plunkett will have more be hit" philosophy. The Eagles are 
time to set up on passing .downs. a three-point favorite, which by 
Earlier in ·the . season, the coincidence -happens to be the dif-
Philadelphla Eagles looked as ference in the score of the last game 
though they were invincible. But these two teams played together on 
some late season losses proved that· Nov. 23. ln. that game, Oakland's 
· they were human. The Eagles · offensive' front line could not stop 
defense Is also very strong although the Eagles: defense, which sacked 
It niay lack somewhat In speed. The Plunkett eight times. Of course, the 
·Raiders are. going to· have a difficult . Raiders insist that their protection 
time In controlling tlie line of scrim· · has increased since. November. 
mage against the Philly defensive If Oakland Is to win, they· must 
·. ~ control the li~e of serimmage crew. 
against the Eagles. They must pro- · 
teet Plunkett, and open up holes for 
Van Eeghen and King. Oakland 
must drive the ball close enough for 
a field goal and try to control the 
pace of ·· the game with well· 
developed drives. Defensively, 
Oakland_ must shut down Mont-
gomery and sack Jaworski. 
· On the other. side of the ball, 
Philadelphia must make better use 
of the passing game on first and se7 
.cond down. L9ok for quick passes 
to Montgomery. Defensively, Phil-
ly can put the game on. ice if they 
can constantly harass Plunkett. 
One advantage for Oakland is 
that they are the underdogs. Being 
tagged with this title often supplies 
·a team ·with extra incentive. Also 
helping the Raiders will. be their 
loud and faithful fans. 
The Eagles also have fans, but 
they tend to be a bit obnoxious by 
making obscene gestures at the TV 
cameras ·and removing . their shirts 
in subzero degree weather (you 
might even be able to think of one 
or two obnoxious· Philly fans here 
on campus.) · 
Considering everything, the 
Eagles deserve to be favored in the . 
Super Bowl. They have more class 
than· Oakland, more offensive 
weapons, and a superb specialty 
team. But the Raiders have an ad-
vantage in team speed, and a big 
plus in their-kicking game. And in a 
close game where a field goal can 
make the difference, you have to 
take Chris Bahr over Tony 
Franklin. · 
Look for a scrappy battle this 
Sunday. 







Ann Haa_s graduated from St. Ursula Academy where she was 
voted AII-GGCL in both volleyball and basketball her senior year. 
· As a Muskie, Ann· has been starter in both basketball and 
volleyball since. her freshman year. As a tri-captain on last year's 
basketball team, Ann broke the Muskie record for most rebounds in 
a season last year with 231 (10.0 avg.) ·she was also good for 257 
points last year (11.2 ppg) which ranks fourth. on the alHime list for 
points in a season. As last season's MVP, this year she was deemed 
the tea!J1'S sole captain. 
In volleyball, Ann was primarily a· hitter and this past fall was 
named to the Division II all-tournament team, along with being 
voted.the Muskie's MVP. · 
Ann is an English major and has her career plans centered around 
the retailing industry. · 
Ladies fall to· CSU ~ 
BY. ALAN PARRA 
Sports Reporter 
The Cleveland State University 
(CSU) women's basketball team 
came into Schmidt Fieldhouse last 
Saturday to face ·the Lady 
Musketeers and came away with a 
71-59 win behind the scoring of 
Robin Soboleweski and Karen 
Chaney who combined for 42. 
points. · 
In the first half Xavier was 
plagued by turnovers which 
then drew within five points with 
14:36 left to play, but that was the 
closest they could ·get to CSU. 
Down the stretch the Muskies had a 
difficult. time penetrating the CSU 
·zone defense and were also unable 
to hit their shots from the 
perimeter. Cleveland State slowly 
pulled away from the Lady 
Musketeers to win the game by a 
comfortable 12-point margin. . 
, resulted .in many easy buckets· for 
CSU. The Lady Muskies, despite 
scoring · their usual number of 
points, found themselves trailing 
44-3·1 at halftime because of the 
turnovers. 
For the game the Muskies shot 
only 39 percent from the field and· 
were out-rebounded 38-25. Anne 
Ford Jed the Musketeers with 14 
points while July Smith, Karen 
Ohe, and Ann Haas each chipped in 
10 apiece. - . -: ... 
The defeat brought the Lady 
Musketeers' record to 7-7. Xavier's 
next game is tomorrow against 
Mount Saint Joseph at 6 p.m. in 
Schmidt Fieldhouse. 938 Hatch - Mt. Adams 
621-3666'" 
Every -TUESD.AY 
The big night with the small prjce 
· ·.on draft beer. · 
Happy Hour 
M 
..... F .. . · .. on.~·. rt. 3-7 p.m . 
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'.· . : ~ .. •,·.·n· .fl J·, ' , . • • • , . 
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The · Muskies scored the first 
basket of the second half when 
freshman Judy Smith made a steal. 
which. led to an easy basket. Xavier 
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Complied by KATIE DONOVAN 
Question: 1>9 you 1upport national aun 
control leJI•Iatlon? 
MARK BACHMANN 
Freshman, Akron, Ohio. 
"There is a need for legislation· but any 
law could not be enforced. It stands to 
reason that with a law regulating handgun 
use public protection would be significantly 
diminished since the only civilian possess-
ing a handgun would be the criminal." 
MARY: FITZPATRICK 
Senior, Cincinnati 
"I feel there is a real need for handgun 
control. Ther is no reason for handguns ex-
cept to kill people. They have no use for 
hunting, which is a legitimate use of guns. 
· The legislation may be handled better, 
however, below the national level.'' 
ROBERT G. MITCHELL 
·Freshman, Cincinnati 
"f don't think that laws controlling the 
rise of handguns would do any good in this 
country. There ·are so many guns in circula-
. lion now that any legislation put into action 
would be totally useless." 
LORI LEWIS 
Junior, Cincinnati 
"No matter how much,!egislation is pass-
eq there will always be those who can ob-
tain guns. Guns should be legal so we can 
protect ourselves from those who abuse 
them." 
EVELYN DZURILLA 
Freshman, Cleveland, Ohio 
"fn my opinion, there is an urgent need. 
to curtail gun usage due to their increased 
use in crimes by all manners of people. A 
sensible national gun legislation would help 
to control and hopefully one day eliminate 
their threat to life and limb." 
Placement office announces 
. mo,re corp'orate interviews 
Initial sign-ups for qualified students to i~terview' with the follow-
ing companies are bei{lg taken on Tuesday, Jan. 27. Additional sign~ 
ups will be taken in the Career Planning and Placement Office for 
any open schedules at least. 48 hours prior to the interview. 
DATE COMPANY POSITION 
2/2 PURDUE FREDERICK Sales 
2/3 GREAT AMERICAN Actuarial Trainee 
INSURANCE CO. 
2/3 OHlO STATE COLLEGE Admission 
OF PHARMACY 
2/4 SOCIETY NATIONAL 
BANK .. Mgmt. Trainee 
2/4 McALPIN COMPANY Merchandising. Trainee 
2/S THE BELL SYSTEM · Systems; Acct. Exec. 
2/S UNITED STATES; Officer Candidate 
MARINE CORPS 
2/10 BOISE CASCADE M&mt Asst'-MBA's only 
CORPORATION. 
2/11 DELUXE CHECK 
PRINTERS Sales 
2/12 CHAMPION INTERNA-
TIONAL IS, Audit 
2/12 CHUBB&SON Underwriter Trainee 
2/13 FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK Prof~ Development Pro-
gram 
Contact the Career Planning and Placement Office for further in-
. formation. Company literature may also. be obtained at the office. · 
Also, please check the office regularly for additions to the above 
schedule. · · 
Xavier New• Wednelday; January 21, 1981. 
Editor~ Note: As part of our ·sesquicentennial celebration the 
Xavier News will present Muskie. Memoirs, a series which will 
feature colorful moments from Xavier~ past and contrast~ with the 
present. -
When Xavier o~ned its do9rs in 1831, it wasn't called Xavier; it 
was called the Athenaeum. Not many women went to college in those 
days, and the Athenaeum didn't even accept their applications. In 
1840 the Jesuits gained control of the new school and· renamed it St. 
Xavier College. (They changed it to Xavier University 90 years 
later.) -It was in the early 1900s that women were first admitted to 
the evening college. In 1969 women were finally admitted as full-
tfme undergr~duate students. Today, only 12 years later, w9men 
slightly outnumber men in ·the undergrad college. To be co-ed, or 
not to be co-ed~ That was the question that was at times hotly 
debated. Here is a reprint of a News article printed in December, 
1947 which answered the question "Should the Evanston Campus 




Is nothing sacred? Does a tmdition·reaching back over a period of: 
more than 100 years mean nothing? Are we to ca&t aside an 
educational policy which has raised Xavier University to an enviable 
posltio~ In the scholaStic world? No, by· all that's holy, no! The · · 
educational ·policy . of the Jesuit leaders. at Xavier . has ever 
embodied .the classic idea of education, that is, educate. the whole; 
man. The Xavier progmm is so .integrated as to promote his .. < 
physical, mental and spiritual development. 
· Xavier is lnculcatliJg not knowledge for the sake of knowledge ... 
not how to make a living, but how to live. How to live as· a man! And 
to what better way to teach a man to live as a·man thim to teach him . 
as a man. This may seem a bit too simple to smite, but such Is far 
from the tntth. Here tradition has established that every student is 
to be regarded as a man, riot in the generic sense of nUut, but In the. 
sense of man, as the male, the leader of society. This lilstltution 
recognizes the basic fact that man is so constituted by nature to be 
the leader of 8octety, and the eritire Xavier formula was conceived 
with that In mind. Classes are taught by men equipped to rope with 
the physiological, mental, and splrttual problems of men. They are 
conducted on a plane to fit the Intellectual approach of men. -
Intrusion. of the feminine mind would necessitate a complete · · 
change In the methOd of Instruction. Classes would have to strike a 
mien to suit the powers of intellectual appreciation ofboth men and 
women. Consequently ·it would be on a plane exactly suited to 
neither. Why change a proven system of education which since 1837 
}las been graduating Gathollc gentlemen? ··.- . . . 
-chief Wood undergoes heart ·surgery 
By RANDAL McCRAVY 
Managing Editor 
Dan Wood, ·chief of Xavier 
Security, underwent open· heart 
· surgery yesterday at Christ Hospital 
here in Cincinnati. There was ito in-
formation on the success of the 
operation \iS the . News went to 
press. 
wood entered the hospital last 
Friday. The condition, though, had 
been bothering him for some time. 
"It came up all. of a sudden on 
Christmas Eve, and I knew I had to 
do something," said Wood . 
. Surgeons .planned to replace ttie 
valve of the aorta and the mitral 
· valve of Wood's heart. Wood said 
that his valves will be replaced by 
two animal valves. 
Quality Bond Copies 
. ONLY4t 
Olher eenicei avallible: 
• Thesis copyhig 
• Binding 
• Photos for: 
· Applications, Passpor~s, 
Resumes' · · 




(NEXT TO AllY-'S) 
221•5981 . 
. 8-8 dally ·. · Sat• 10-6 . 
. ~ . ·, . ~ 
617-C Vine St. 
241-3366 
. 8-6 dally Sat. 10-6 
Wood .is not unfamiliar with heart 
surgery. He had heart surgery five 
years ago to repair the mitral valve. 
This time, problems with the aorta 
caused more trouble for Wood. 
He said that he would be out for 
six to eight weeks. Thomas Stadt-
miller, associate vice president· for 
business affairs, said: that .sec1,1rity · 
will use part time help and rental 
officers to make up for Wood's 
absence. He said despite the length 
of this absence, that "we,l cover 
for him." 
·~~ 
DO .YOUR OWfiDIAMOND TmNG 
wnH TJIB· SHAPB . 
. TIIAT'II·;BIIT'FOR YOU 
. . There are almoat u many .diamo~ ahapea al · 
girl •h..,n. That -.n•t mean pear ahaped girl• 
ahould have pear ahape diamo~d•. But the form you 
· chooae ahould conform to your kind of life. -
Let Ul ahow you brilliant•, emerald cut8, ovala, etc. 
Touch them. Try them on. Until you find 
·the diamond thaUit• you .be•t. 
. PEAR SHAPE. 113 ~·~ $399 112 car~t $699 DIAMONDS. . · 1 car~t $1399 
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:Lyrics bury "Barry" 
and his latest disc 
By GEORGE ZAHN 
l!nlertllnmenl Reviewer 
The new Barry Manilow album was due near Christmas. This disc would 
contain all new music from Manilow and quality words from his stable of 
lyricists. The new album would probably clear off the racks as soon as 
stocked. As expectations· go, two out of three isn't bad, but hardly 
optimum. Barry Manilow's latest, "Barry," hit the record stores as 
scheduled; early indications seem to support good sales for the lightly-
promoted recording. · 
Manilow's new music. montage, however, is not standard Manilow fare. 
Barry's music accompanies the lyrics on only six of the ten selections, yet · 
the music is not the downfall of the album. Rather, the lyril:s, usually the 
embodiment of the Manilow motif, are the low point of this long-awaited 
release. The men who brought us "Copacabana" arid "Losing Touch'' on 
recent·albums, Brian· Sussman and Jack Feldman, have provided Barry 
with twa sub-par lyric sets, the juvenilistic "Bermuda Triangle" and the 
short, choppy lines of "London." 
Ironically, the best song on the entire album has no Manilow input other 
than its performance. "Lonely Together," words· and music by Kenny 
Nolan, is a superb combination piece that fits Manilow's mood perfectly. 
Side one, cut two is "Bermuda Tr.iangle" with a caribbean beat not well 
accentuated by Barry's. New X ork accent. The lyrics on this cut will 
probably appeal to Manilow's 14-year-old listeners. 
Four lyricists collaborated on the only hit release so far, .. , Made It 
Through the Rain." To their credit, Sussman and Feldman were 'involved 
'with this.selection. "I Made It Through the Rain"wasreadilyacceptedasa 
single, yet album-buyers will be disappointed to find that this cut is noi 
representative of the total work. 
A promising song is the combined effort of Manilow and -his top lyric 
writer, Marty Panzer. "Twenty Four Hours A Day~ is an excellent prospect 
for single releases wbe~ album sales drop. The final .cut on side one is 
"Dance Away," a different sound from Manilow. This selection is well-
. produced and is far from rock-bottom on the disc. 
Side two leads off with "Life Will Go On." Richard Kerr, who wrote the 
music for ·"Somewhere in the Night," supplies some simple lyrics on this 
selection. "Only In Chicaso" ~oves quite well musically, but even Barry 
sets involved with some botched-up lyrics which come off quite pithy and 
repetitive. . 
"The last Duet" is a sood satirical poke at the.sreat love sonp of rea:nt 
yean. Sus1man and Feldman again redeem tliemselve• by flagrantly 
flogins lyrics 'similar to those which made them known. Barry. and 
comedienne Lily Tomlin add the coup dt groce on vocals. It's a fun song 
which·even the·least •of Manilow fans will enjoy. 
• "London" begins with Barry singing in apparently impromptu fashion .. 
The niusic beai chanses to a promising medium tempo, only to stall and 
disappear in the fog of monotonous and choppy lyrics ... We Still Have 
Time" is billed as the theme from the motion picture "Tribute." This 
. selectio·n has a nice touch musically and may be released as a single in 
conjunction with the movie in Cincinnati. · 
' . ; ~ 
Contln~ on page 8 
KINGS PRODUCTIONS 




Sat. & Sun., Jan. 24 & 25 
10AM- 6PM 
Productions feature professionally designed scenery. 
costumes, staging and choreography In fully 
· ·equipped theatres-and outdoor stages. 




150- 236/ week 
' CIIIIIIJI EVIIIIftlll WtiUtiU 
(513)121~... . 
· COme· Ylllt Our Center 
7711·· R'Hing Roed · 
UICatilllil C•ilr Cincinnati, OH. 41237 
TDIPiiPAUTJOI · · · ·. 
. IPRIALIIR IJJICE. !Ill ··· Cl8ieee llllltl 1111 w.li Ill ,._,, · 
For Jnfomllloll AlloUI Otlltr Centers In Milt Tllln 10 lll)li' UUJII•I ~ 
Oulllclt NY State. caL TILL Alit --.na . . 
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Film co~edy: no laughing matter 
By BILL MODIC 
· Entertelnmenl Re.Jewer 
Everyone knows whar the 
"world's ·oldest profession" is; 
that's ·pretty common. knowledge.· 
But it seems to me that it should be . 
just as apparent as to what the se- ' 
cond oldest professi9ri is: that of 
the comedian. After all, what is the 
sense of the first if you can't laugh 
about. it later? 
With the dawning of .. film, the 
role of the comedian became even 
more. important. We have been, 
through the years, treated to all 
forms of comedy, on both the silent 
and the talkie screens: knockabout 
farce, romantic comedies, satire, 
comedies with a point, · and a 
million other varieties. This 
Christmas season gave us a chance 
to once again sample a variety of 
laugh-provoking films,. some suc-
cessful, some not; 
New jazz piano series 
to begin next month ·. 
Xavier's new Jazz Piano Series 
will be launched with the ap-
pe!lrances of well-known jaz:~; 
pianists Adam Makowicz, Dick 
Hyman and 'Marian McPartland. 
Makowicz, who will begin .the 
series on Feb. I, was voted number 
one jazz artist in Europe in 1977, 
1978 and 1979.by the International 
Jazz Forum Poll. In 1979, 
.Downbeat magazine voted him one 
of the top five pianists in the world, 
and his recording~ "Adam," was 
named the jazz record of the year. 
He began performing in the United 
States three years ago after coming 
here from his native Poland. 
Dick Hyman has performed 
througho~t the United States and 
Europe since the late 1940s. He has 
worked with Benny Goodman and 
was music dh·ector for Arthur God-
frey~s radio and television series at 
CBS in the late 19SOs. Hyman has 
also been heard on the soundtracks 
of films, such as "Manhattan." 
Hyman will appear at Xavier on 
March I. 
Marian McPartland will con-
clude· tlie series on April s. she 
began her jazz career playing for 
troops at USO shows during World 
War II and immigrated ~o the U.S. 
from England a~ter marrying jazz 
trumpeter Jimmy McPartland dur-
ing the war. She has played in 
various groups throughout the U.S. 
over the last 30 years and recently 
recorded "Marian McParland's 
Piano Jazz II" for the South 
Carolina Educational Radio 
Network. 
All performances are at 7:30 
p.m. in- the Xavier University 
Center Theatre. Tickets are $6 for 
each performance or SIS for the 
series. For reservations, call 
745-3201. 
i 
Satire was represented this season 
by the film, "First Family." It gave 
us Bob ·Newhart, Madeline ·Kahn, 
Gilda Radner, Richard Benjamin, 
Harvey Korman, Austin Pendleton, 
and Bob Dishy . in an irreverent 
salute to America's political types. 
These are talented comedians giving 
overall competent performances, 
and Buck Henry's script is usually 
funny and fairty observant, but it 
has some lapses into juvenile humor 
which give .the film, at points, an 
unpolished look and causes the 
movie to run out of steam near the 
end. A few unnecessary ·''dirty 
jokes'' are slipped in; the likes that 
are seen on "Saturday Night Live," 
a show that the author: has. obvious-
ly host~d too many times. But 
overall the wacky tone of 
Washington politics is . captured, 
and the cast is given a lot to kick 
around. 
We were also given a comedy that. 
examined our times and · morals, 
and that was "A Change of 
Seasons." After a senseless initial 
. 10 minutes, the film unr.vels a true 
switch on the romantic comedy for-
mula: a husband and wife go vaca-
tioning, and each brings their own 
lover. Unfortunately, the script 
sometimes gets confused as . to 
whether it wants to be a farce or a 
social commentary. This confusion 
gives the film most of its problems, 
but. these are usually surmounted by 
solid ·.performances by Anthony 
Hopkins, Michael Brandon, and Bo 
I>Crek, and a very sensitive and 
humorous characterization by 
Shirley Maclaine that keeps all of 
the action running fairly smoothly. 
Too bad the creators were not quite 
sure where they were running to. 
The. most disappointing comedy 
of the season turns out to be 
"Seems Like Old Times." After 
throwing together such promising 
.comic minds as Chevy Chase, 
C.!_nl!'!_~ _on pqe 1 
m OITH-G . GUTTA .HEAR RIGHT.· .. 
. FEATURIIG THE SIIGLE, "KEEP ·01 LOVING YOU:' 
.......... .BED IEEIIII81 01 EPIC RECORDS AID TAPES. 
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New film comedies 
From page 7 
Goldie Hawn, and Niel Simon, and 
then promoting it as a romantic 
comedy like those in the '40s that 
Hepburn, Grant, and Lombard us-
ed to make, the film turns out to 
have about as many laughs as that 
old romantic comedy, "Dracula." 
Chase starts out well, but dies 
quickly; Hawn just keeps gasping 
and acting shocked (she's the only 
one; the audience knows exactly 
what is coming next) .and Charles 
Grodin is simply boring. Neil 
Simon is better at verbal comedy 
than he is at physical comedy, and 
we don't get enough of it here. 
What we do get. somehow sounds· 
wrong coming out of Chase's 
mouth, and he soon resorts to 
merely falling all over the screen. 
Unfortunately, he keeps getting up. 
The last comedy, and the one 
most ·fulfilling from beginning to 
end, is "Nine To Five." This film 
manages to keep a good balance 
between many facets, including 
social ·comment, farce, macabre 
humor, and plain crazy physical 
humor. This is a film which has 
more funny situations than funny 
lines, but they are kept going by 
good pacing (except for three fan-
tasy sequences which- run a bit 
long, yet still provide probably the 
funniest moments.) Lily Tomlin 
leads the pack and shows that she 
has lost none of her character 
enough to give us a charming, fun-
loving portrait of a secretary. Only 
Jane Fonda suffers, for she is given 
the drabbest part and manages to 
do absolutely nothing with it. It is 
Barry Manilow's latest 
From page 7 
Overall, the album is lacking that special Manilow touch that made 
successes out of "Even No'w" and "One Voice." "Barry" yearns for more . 
music by its namesake and more lyrics from Marty Panzer. Sussman and 
Feldman ca.nnot hold a pen to Enoch or Adrienne Anderson for lyrics. All 
else being equal, "Barry seems to be· Manilow's least prepared endeavor. 
The production by Manilow and Ron Dante is once again above· average, 
but the content of the selections in general remains a drawback in "Biury." 
The album has the romantic _ballads and unique voice of Manilow, but it's 
missing the extra Manilow effort found on previous releases. By normal 
standards, two out of three isn't bad, but to many listeners, two out of three 
is still less than a Manilow effort. 
Actuarial Trainee 
We are willing to tra·in qualified individuals for a 
professional actuarial career. We offer opportunities for 
dynamic career advancement; interfacing with all levels 
of management; and on-the-job study time and salary 
incentives for paSsing the actuarial examinations. 
The qualified candidate will: 
• Receive at least a Bachelor's degree, as a math ma-
jor, or have a comprehensive mathematics bac~­
ground 
• Desire to succeed in management 
• Want. to devote unusual time and effort to career 
development 
An excellent salary and benefit program is also offered. 
Interested candidates should contact your placem~nt 
office to sign up for an interview with us when we visit 
your campus on February 3, 1981. · 
.'. 1·-:·' 
Great American Insurance Company 
Actuarial Division · 
. . •' 
. 1 
580 Walnut Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
(513)389-5000 ' 
Let's.split 






not the greatest comedy ever, but it 
is enjoyable all the way through, 
with a few social comments along 
the w_ay _that are subtly pushed. 
The fact that the above films, 
and at least four other comedies, 
were on the screens at the same 
time, and that they were fairly well-
attended, prove that the public. is 
ready to go and laugh at film again. 
And big budgets are not fooling the 
folks either; the monetary under-
. dog "Airplane" was one of the big-
. gest box office winners of the sum-
mer. Let's just hope that this at-
mosphere is not taken as a sign by 
the movie companies to unload any 
dog into the theater, and thilt we 
will once again soon )lave plenty of 
laughing matter back on . the 
screens. 
Wednesday, January 21, 1981 
back page classifieds 
The back page chissifieds is a :ree service 
offered to the students, faculty and staff 
of Xavier University by the Xavier News. 
To be published, ads must be placed in 
the News mailbox at the Information. 
Desk of the University Center before 
3 p.m. Fridays. Space may be limited,_so 
ads are printed on a first come, first serve 
basis. Ads must be resubmitted to be · 
. reprinted. 
LOST AND FOUND 
lost: SL Ursula class ring, 1982. lost in the pool area 
or in the girls locker room. Return to the inforniation 
desk or call Jim-at 791-2763. 
Lost: a library book, Horace's Odes and Epodes 
(translated). Call Paul at 921:4408 or leave at the in· · 
formation desk. 
FOR SALE 
Sansui Receiver, 18 walls per channel, needs slight. 
repair. $50. Call Tom at 531-5621. 
PERSONALS 
To all Borderline helpers- God Bless You! CB 
Dear E: Keep the toilet paper where it belongs! . 
To TC, AM, KM, MM, WM, JW: thanks for being 
good sports, just remember you'll never have to Belly 
Laugh again. ELD 
Dominique a niquc a nique a nique a nique - c'est 
tout 
To an excellent. "Murder" victim, once· again you 
have proved that dying is a legitimate art form. ELD 
·~You grabbed my ........... " 
from Hostess ELD to hostesses KM and Second 
Associate Hostess AW -Thanks for the Help! 
ES .... pass the Lamadol .... the team 
To S. Claus - When can I start cashing in those 
lOU's? ELD . . 
KK and MS: Touchdown! 
· Thank God for Petionville! 
The best surprise is no surprise! 
Bill from Sandusky ..... wild! 
aaaaaa: :ilaii'DiDIDDDID: Ill au Dllllllii: aDD :aDD :a: itDDDDIDIDDDDDI DDDDi:liliiD DDI 
gw;a" '~e' g,_uc. · f!!•r'a .· 
4381 Reading Road (across from N~torp's) 
Reading Road at Victory Parkway 
Cinti's finest pancakes,. omelettes and· waffles 
Why not enjoy ti relaxing breakfast· or dinner with 
us. Just five minutes from all X a vier dormitories. 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES 
Try our ~ lb. Burgers and Fluffy 3 egg omelettes 
. plus more exciting dishes. 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK. .TRY OUR 
7:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m. Friday & Saturday 
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